
Understanding Consumption Disease: Causes, Symptoms, and
Treatment

Consumption disease, also known as tuberculosis (TB), is an infectious bacterial disease
that primarily affects the lungs but can also impact other parts of the body. This disease has
a long and storied history, with references to it dating back thousands of years. In this article,
we will delve what is consumption disease, including its causes, symptoms, and available
treatment options.

Causes of Consumption Disease

Consumption disease is primarily caused by the bacterium Mycobacterium tuberculosis. This
bacterium is highly contagious and spreads through the air when an infected person coughs
or sneezes. Individuals with weakened immune systems, such as those living with HIV or
malnutrition, are at a higher risk of contracting tuberculosis.

It's worth noting that not everyone exposed to the bacteria will develop active tuberculosis. In
many cases, the immune system is able to contain the bacteria in a latent state, preventing
the disease from manifesting. However, when the immune system weakens, the bacteria can
become active, leading to the development of consumption disease.

Symptoms of Consumption Disease

The symptoms of consumption disease can vary depending on whether the infection is
active or latent. In cases of active tuberculosis, common symptoms include:

Persistent Cough: A cough that lasts for three weeks or longer is one of the hallmark signs of
tuberculosis.

Chest Pain: This may be accompanied by coughing up blood or sputum.

Fatigue and Weakness: Individuals with consumption disease often experience significant
fatigue and a general feeling of weakness.

Fever and Chills: Low-grade fever and chills are common, particularly in the evening.

Loss of Appetite and Weight Loss: TB can lead to a noticeable decrease in appetite,
resulting in weight loss.

Night Sweats: Profuse sweating, especially at night, is a common symptom of consumption
disease.

Latent tuberculosis, on the other hand, typically does not present with any symptoms.
However, individuals with latent TB are still at risk of developing active tuberculosis if their
immune system becomes compromised.
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Diagnosis and Treatment

Diagnosing consumption disease involves a combination of medical history, physical
examinations, and various tests. These tests may include:

Tuberculin Skin Test (TST): A small amount of a substance called PPD tuberculin is injected
under the skin. A raised bump at the injection site within 48-72 hours indicates a positive
reaction.

Blood Tests: Interferon-gamma release assays (IGRAs) measure the immune response to
TB bacteria and can help determine if a person has been infected.

Chest X-ray: This can reveal abnormalities in the lungs, although it cannot confirm a TB
diagnosis on its own.

Sputum Culture: A sample of sputum (mucus from the lungs) is collected and examined for
the presence of TB bacteria.

Once diagnosed, consumption disease can be treated with a combination of antibiotics. It's
crucial to complete the entire course of antibiotics, even if symptoms improve before the
medication is finished, to prevent the development of drug-resistant strains.

Prevention and Conclusion

Preventing consumption disease involves a combination of vaccination, proper hygiene, and
identifying and treating active cases promptly. The Bacillus Calmette-Guérin (BCG) vaccine
provides some protection against severe forms of TB, especially in children.

In conclusion, consumption disease, or tuberculosis, remains a significant global health
concern. Understanding its causes, symptoms, and treatment options is essential in
effectively combating its spread. With proper prevention measures and timely treatment, we
can work towards a world where tuberculosis is a rare and controllable disease.


